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BANKNET/global Digital Financial & Real Estate Platforms
10 Points why you should consider BANKNET :
1
BANKNET BKU token holders will receive 12% annual free distribution on their BKU balance, the
distribution will be made on quarterly basis.
2
BANKNET's token holders BKU will receive 25% annual royalty distribution as the result of BTS
token sale proceeds.
3
BANKNET is unconditionally guaranteed and committed to BKU token holders to spin-off its
own four financial and real estate divisions to the public, as the result, any of BKU tokens
holder, (at the time of spin-off), will been titled to receive free newly issued tokens, the amount
of the free newly tokens to be received will be calculated and depended on the tokens amount
owned by the holder on the record date, in consequence of the free tokens distributions (as
defined), any BANKNET tokens holder will be ended up owns total of five tokens, the original
issued BANKNET token BKU and four more tokens as the result of the free distribution.
4
BANKNET is created a stabilization index BKIX, with the goal to avoid and prevent any fluctuation or
instability in BANKNET BKU newly issued token, in short, BANKNET token BKU will be pegged/linked to
basket / index of the 10 top most trusted and capitalized currencies in the market, in case that BANKNET
token BKU will be traded below the said basket / index market price , BANKNET is committed to make
distribution to token holders to compensate them on loss of market value, this stabilization index is
unique in its nature and was created to protect and preserve BANKNET BKU market value , and by that ,
preserving and protecting token holders assets.

5
BANKNET token holders will have access to BANKNET global real estate fund and platform, they will be
entitled to purchase global real estate properties on the platform in a deep discount price and can use
their own BANKNET tokens BKU to finance the acquisition.

6
BANKNET BKU token holders will benefit from deep discount on financial services fees and insurance
policy premium to be issued by BANKNET insurance division.

7
BANKNET management have decided to fix the pre-sale BKU token price at $ 0,004 per single BKU token,
this extremely low offering price will be last for a very short period , the next BKU subscription price
level will be 100 % over the initial pre-sale price of $ 0,004 per a single token , As the result of initial low
token pre-sale price, any upside move in the tokens market price , could be resulted in substantial
percentage of investment gain , upon completion of the offering, BANKNET will list for trading its newly
issued BKU token on well recognized currencies exchange.

8
In order to ease up on potential subscribers, BANKNET is agreed to accept as subscription payment 10
different currencies and they are: FIAT, BTC, ETH, XRP, DASH, LTC, BCH, NEO, EOS, BNB.

9
10 % of BANKNET total tokens distribution have been allocated /donated to non-profit organizations
such as: cancer research centers, children protection, women rights foundations and environmental
protection agencies, these donations, will be provided by the management from the rewards they
accrued.

10
Driven by transparent technology, superior security, powerful partnerships, BANKNET is the ultimate
solution for your financial and real estate needs.

" on behalf of management and entire team, we are welcome you to be part of the BANKNET family ".
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